
Castlehead Fishery Improvements



Background

WADAA re-leased Castlehead at the beginning of 2019 and immediately set about work to upgrade the facility infrastructure 
following 10 years of deterioration. The club’s priority was always to create a high quality fishery with fantastic access for 
disabled and mobility impaired anglers, with plans to use the venue as the hub of our group events and competitions.

Despite a huge amount of work and initial positive results, with anglers catching lots of fish, the venue quickly became the target 
of predation; otters taking the big fish and cormorants the smaller. Having closed down every possible point of ingress, we 
discovered that the measures put in place under the bridge (that we inherited) were insufficient. Breaches in the wire mesh let 
both our stock out and the otters in.

Several in-situ fixes were attempted, however we were never able to solve the problem and we therefore took the difficult 
decision to once again close the venue and carry out a ‘once and for all’ repair. In doing-so, we were able to remove the old 
multi-level bridge and develop a solution delivering significant improvements to our disabled access.

It has been a long journey. Work couldn’t start until the resident swans had nested (it is unlawful to disturb nesting birds). We 
know anglers have been disappointed at the short-term loss of this venue. We’ve completed the work exactly to our schedule 
and I’m sure that once you have seen the result, you’ll agree that it has all been worthwhile.

This has been a major project, we’ve shifted over 1000 tonnes of stone and it wouldn’t have been possible without significant 
financial support from a variety of people and organisations. There will of course be more work to come to develop the fishery 
further and underpin the improvements we have delivered.



Initial Groundworks and Preparation
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Field Study and Special Educational Needs Activities



Disabled Anglers Using the Facility



Catches and Events



Publicity and Recognition



Enhanced Otter Protection

The rickety, multi-level bridge has been 
removed and replaced with a solid stone 
bund. This brings our otter protective 
fence above water and enhances our 
disabled access. An overhang has been 
added to the fence.



Enhanced Cormorant Protection

The old trees on the island, used by 
cormorants for roosting have been 
removed. Fish refuge cages will be 
added over the course of the next few 
months.



Environmental and Water Quality Enhancements

The water has been cleared of weed –
there was a huge mixture of weed species 
present. This will require on-going 
management over the next few years and 
the club will take further steps over the 
course of the next 12 months.



Valued Partners

The club has received tremendous support from a variety of organisations in completing this work. Without this support, the necessary work to 
create this valuable community resource would not have been possible. Additionally, the lake owner, Harvey Heginbottom has been unwaivering
in his support and encouragement to deliver a top class venue.



Facility Completed


